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FOREWORD

The association of Reginald Marsh with the Whitney

Museum of American Art goes back to the Whitney

Studio Club (a precursor of the Whitney Museum),

founded by Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney in 191 8. In

1924 Marsh had his first one-man show of oils and water-

colors at the Club. In 1930, the year the Whitney Mu-
seum was founded, Mrs. Whitney decided to upgrade

her collection, and Juliana Force, first Director of the

Museum, purchased Why Not Use the "L"? directly from

the artist. In 1955, the year after Marsh's death, Lloyd

Goodrich, his lifelong friend and then Director of the

Museum, arranged a retrospective exhibition at the

Whitney Museum. In addition to Why Not Use the "L"?,

the Permanent Collection by then included Twenty Cent

Movie and Human Pool Tables, all outstanding examples

of the artist's work from the 1930s. Negroes on Rockaway

Beach was subsequently given to the Museum by Mr. and

Mrs. Albert Hackett, Mr. Goodrich's sister and brother-

in-law, who have also recently promised Minsky's Chorus

to the Museum in honor of Edith and Lloyd Goodrich.

Reginald Marsh died in 1954 and his wife carefully

managed his estate until her death in 1978. It was her

intention that his work should be available to as wide a

public as possible. Her unusual and generous bequest

distributed the estate of her husband to some one hun-

dred museums and collections across the country; certain

institutions became centers for concentrated study of the

artist and his work. She bequeathed to the Whitney

Museum ofAmerican Art almost all ofMarsh's paintings

in her possession executed prior to 1930, as well as hun-

dreds of drawings and sketches. A considerable amount
of archival material has subsequently been given by the

Museum to the Archives of American Art, where it will

be more accessible for study The Whitney received so

much material because it is in New York, the city which

Marsh ardently loved and painted for thirty years.

Marilyn Cohen is currently writing her dissertation on

Marsh at the Institute of Fine Arts, New York Univer-

sity. When she first began research on the artist, she

contacted the Whitney Museum to see the collection,

especially the works from the bequest, since they are the

roots of Marsh's art of the 1930s. In 1980 she presented a

paper at the Whitney Symposium on American Art en-

titled "Reginald Marsh and the Communications Revo-

lution." She then suggested an exhibition and a book

based in part on the ideas of that paper. She believed that

Marsh's art, so connected to the thirties, to New York,

and to popular culture, would be entertaining and inter-

esting for the general public associated with the Whitney

Museum. It is a pleasure to continue her association with

the Museum through this project so closely identified

with our history.

It is particularly appropriate that the work of an artist

who recorded the life of the people of New York City is

being presented at our new branch museum, located in

the headquarters building of Philip Morris Incorporated

at Park Avenue and Forty-second Street, one of the busi-

est intersections in the world. Philip Morris generously

supports the branch museum and has provided funding

to enable the exhibition to travel to other museums.

Tom Armstrong
Director

Whitney Museum ofAmerican Art
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REGINALD MARSH'S
NEW YORK

INTRODUCTION
Reginald Marsh (1898-1954) painted New York City dur-

ing the 1930s. He painted the Bowery, Fourteenth Street,

Coney Island, and the subway He painted dance mar-

athons and taxi-dance halls, burlesque queens and Bow-
ery bums. His paintings were immediately popular be-

cause they were familiar. They included all the debris of

the city—its helter-skelter signs, litter ofnewspapers and

magazines, riot of costume. He captured the aura and

pace of the city: the crowds at the beach, at the movies,

and on the streets—shopping, stopping, milling—great

hives of people caught up in a period of national eco-

nomic disaster, yet still pursuing their leisure or, like the

Bowery bums, passing the time, endlessly waiting.

The details in Marsh's paintings reflect the documen-
tary style which characterized so much of thirties expres-

sion. 1 In photography it was the style of Walker Evans

and Dorothea Lange. It was a style that concentrated on

the common man and which used details, like the objects

atop a dresser in a migrant worker's shack, to make the

experience of that room "real." In a period of great self-

consciousness, the documentary approach was a way for

the nation to share the experience of economic calamity.

It was as if the times demanded a realistic confrontation

with events. 2

Many American painters, too, turned to the social

landscape for their subject matter. Some, like Ben Shahn

and Jack Levine, were critical of what they found. The
Regionalist painters—Thomas Hart Benton, John
Steuart Curry, and Grant Wood—treated the American

scene affirmatively, finding in American history and so-

cial life the stuff that spirited murals could be made of.

Marsh was often viewed as an urban Regionalist. Where
Benton and Curry found baptisms and barn dances in the

Midwest, Marsh found breadlines and taxi-dance halls in

the city. More interested in the contemporary scene,

Marsh had a less historical orientation than either Curry
or Benton, but in the paintings of all three the figure scale

is large, the movements energetic, and there is a con-

centration on communal events that calls attention to the

"big picture" of American life.

Wednesday Jan 1
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Fig. I. Self-Portrait, 1933. Tempera on panel, 16 X 12 inches.

Addison Gallery of American Art, Phillips Academy, Andover,

Massachusetts.

Fig. 2. Diary, 1913. Reginald Marsh Papers, Archives of

American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
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This big urban picture was one being transformed by

the communications industries—by movies, radio, and

advertising. The spectacles, entertainments, and street

life Marsh saw were new. The people of the 1930s, says

the cultural historian Warren Susman, were people of

"sight and sound." 3 Besieged and assaulted by movies

THE, M NEWS

Reginald Marsh 25 Park Place
ElEPhone Barclay 3SOO

and radio, they may have been the first to participate

in a truly popular culture, because movies and radio

—

through sight and sound—reached more people. Cul-

tural symbols were more accessible than ever before.

Perhaps the best symbol for the new era was Radio City

Music Hall (which opened in 1932), suggesting a metrop-

olis built on sound. The first "talkie," The Jazz Singer,

came out in 1927 and by 1933 Franklin Delano Roosevelt

was making sophisticated use of radio in his fireside

chats. The fast banter so much a part of newsroom
movies of the time, climaxing in 1940 with His Girl

Friday, parodied the new pace of life. How many movies

in the 1930s showed the passage of time by dropping a

bundle of newspapers on the ground with headlines and

dates being ripped away? Marsh's paintings include the

same details of headlines, dates, and signs, the barrage of

"sight and sound" that bombarded this first media

generation. 4

Yet for all the contemporary detail, there is something

about Reginald Marsh's New York that is not quite real.

While headlines and street signs say this is New York, his

characters seem lost in a dreamworld. Recognizing this,

Thomas Garver called it "the city that never was." 5 "A
tragic mood and a quality of fantasy underlie much of his

work," wrote Norman Sasowsky 6 The personal and

fantastic character of Marsh's art was present simply in

the selectivity of his approach to the city. As Edward
Laning noted years ago, Marsh constantly returned to the

same places and painted the same things. 7 His art is

restricted to people on display, whether inside or outside.

His enormous oeuvre ultimately can be reduced to a few

themes.

Behind its public face, Reginald Marsh's art is deter-

mined by a singular and personal vision—a vision that

took him to the past and to the present. Indeed, while at

first glance his paintings and prints evoke New York in

the thirties, with its tawdry amusement parks and brazen

floozies, at another glance they evoke scenes from the art-

historical past, Last Judgments and Rapes of the Sabine

Women. At some point the Bowery, burlesque, and

beach ceased to be real places for Marsh. Within the

crowds lurked a limited set of characters that endlessly

played out his more private themes: men and women,
spectator and performer, seeing and not seeing. These

themes, which fully emerged in the thirties, occupied

him for the rest of his life, and kept him sketching,

photographing, printmaking, and painting incessantly.

Only by exploring both the social and personal levels of

his art can we finally see Reginald Marsh's New York.

Reginald Marsh's New York



THE
ARTIST

AS
CHRONICLER

Reginald Marsh was a short, shy man with a reddish

complexion. He talked little and was given to delivering

one-liners "out of the side of his mouth." 8 He affected a

kind ofdead-end-kid attitude that made Edward Laning,

when he first met Marsh, think ofhim as a young gang-

ster. Jimmy Cagney would have probably gotten the lead

had there been a movie called "The Reginald Marsh

Story." This self-generated image obscures Marsh's

background almost as much as does the subject matter he

chose to paint.

Marsh was in fact a well-educated man, born into a

financially comfortable family. His paternal grandfather

had made a great deal of money in the meat-packing

industry in Chicago and Marsh's father, Fred Dana
Marsh, a well-known muralist, did not really have to

work for a living. Marsh's mother was also an artist, who

Fig. 3. Gymnastics, from the Lawrenceville School yearbook,

class of 191 5. Reginald Marsh Papers, Archives of American Art,

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
Fig. 4. "On the Straight and Narrow Path," from The Yale

Record, October 26, 1916. Reginald Marsh Papers, Archives of
American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
Fig. 5. "All Your Problems Solved," c. 1922-25 (probably from
the New York Daily News). Clipping in scrapbook no. 3.

Reginald Marsh Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian

Institution, Washington, D.C.
Fig. 6. Business card, c. 1922-25. Reginald Marsh Papers,

Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D.C.
Fig. 7. "Venetian Gardens," from The New Yorker, February 13,

1932. Clipping in scrapbook no. 5. Reginald Marsh Papers,

Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D.C.

painted miniature watercolors. Born in Paris in 1898,

Marsh showed an early aptitude for drawing, illustrating

his diaries (Fig. 2), school yearbooks (Fig. 3), and so on.

At Yale (class of 1920) he continued to illustrate, for his

college magazine (Fig. 4). His classmates included

William Benton, the future senator from Connecticut,

and Henry Luce, the founder of Life magazine. 9 After

graduation, Marsh moved to New York, planning to

work as an illustrator. He had no intention ofbecoming a

painter; many of his idols in this period were political

cartoonists. In New York in the early twenties he

prowled the streets with sketchbook in hand, and sold

the drawings to politically diverse magazines and news-

papers. "Subway Sunbeams" (Fig. 54), "Bunk," "People

We'd Like to Kill but Don't"—these cartoons showed the

common foibles and concerns of New Yorkers. In 1922

he got a job at the New York Daily News doing a cartoon

review of vaudeville and burlesque. He would attend the

shows and sketch the acts; the drawings would appear in

the paper in a vertical format, accompanied by ratings of

the acts (see frontispiece). Later, in 1925, when The New
Yorker was founded, Marsh became one of its original

cartoonists.

These early jobs provided Marsh with a good amount
of income and a great deal of free time. He decided to

study painting. 10 His marriage to Betty Burroughs, the

daughter of the curator of painting at the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, and a trip to Paris in 1925 fueled an

awakening interest in Old Master painting, an interest

encouraged by Kenneth Hayes Miller, who was his

teacher at the Art Students League of New York. But

Marsh never stopped roaming the streets with his sketch-

book, and the same sketches he worked up for his car-

toons and illustrations also found their way into his

paintings.

Marsh's subjects—taxi-dance halls, burlesque, Coney
Island, the Bowery—certainly record the physical and

social life of a newly commercialized city. There was a

new urban proletariat developing in the twenties and

thirties, a population including more working women

Reginald Marsh's New York 3



Fig. 8. Dance Marathon, 1931. Etching, 7X5 inches. The
William Benton Museum of Art, University of Connecticut,

Storrs.

who filledjobs offered by the new industries: secretaries,

telephone operators, sales clerks. 11 With the onset of the

Depression in 1929 this population also began to include

unemployed men. By 193 1 one-third of New York's

work force was unemployed. 12 In addition, the unem-
ployed of the nation seemed to migrate to the cities; in

New York they wound up on the Bowery, where cheap

flophouses offered a "bug-infested bed" for twenty-five

cents a night and barber colleges cut hair for ten cents. 13

While working women spent their leisure time window-
shopping and going to movies, unemployed drifters

found their way into burlesque houses. On the Bowery,

admission to these theaters cost about ten cents and the

doors opened at ten o'clock in the morning, so that the

men could sit all day. Marsh correctly saw burlesque as

one of the cheapest forms of entertainment available to

them. 14

Both burlesque houses and taxi-dance halls were lo-

cated in isolated parts of the city, enabling people to

participate anonymously. Unabashedly sex-centered,

burlesque was possible only in a large city.
15 By 1927 it

had evolved into the form Marsh would paint: an end-

lessly repetitive succession of chorus lines, comic bits,

and stripteases.

Women could and sometimes did attend the burlesque

shows, but the taxi-dance halls were "closed"—open

only to men (Fig. 7).
16 Although they were ironically

called "dance academies" or "dance schools," dance in-

Reginald Marsh's New York
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Fig. 9. Continuous Performance, 1945. Sketchbook no. 28.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; Bequest of

Felicia Meyer Marsh T78. 1.994.

struction was one of the last things that went on in them.

The men purchased rolls of tickets that allowed them to

dance with any "hostess" on the floor for "ten cents a

dance." The term "taxi-dancer" meant what it implied:

the girls were for hire; they danced for money and spent

their evenings on their feet. The phenomenon expresses

the same kind of desperation inherent in the quintessen-

tial Depression event, the dance marathon, a contest in

which exhausted couples would drag themselves across

the floor hour after hour, hoping to win an elusive cash

prize. The mood of these marathons seemed to capture

the spirit of the times, "the aimless, endless movement of

superfluous people around and around the country in

rickety cars or on freight trains." 17

Movies, dance halls, burlesque—these were all com-
mercialized forms of recreation which developed to fill

the needs of a new urban population. They used sex and

money to bring people together, providing easy thrills

and excitement for people who only temporarily shared

any common interests. 18 The tawdry halls and theaters

came to epitomize the disorientation and dislocation of

American social life. They seemed to evoke a hysteria

that lay just beneath the surface. 19 And these were the

activities Marsh chose to paint; he viewed them as color-

ful spectacles, and was drawn to their crass glamour, their

gaudiness, their energy. He found the same appeal in the

sensational tabloids of the period (another form of De-

pression entertainment) and in the artifacts of advertis-

ing, both ofwhich play a part in his paintings. "Truly, the

best sculpture and decoration done today, though not

profound, are shop windows, and yesterday, merry-go-

round horses," he said in 1939.
20

The cheapest form of entertainment during the sum-

mer was Coney Island. First connected to the rest of the

city by the subway in 1920, Coney Island by 1930 was the

"empire of the nickel." 21 Drawn by its boardwalk,

beaches, and sideshow amusements, New Yorkers clam-

bered out there on hot, steamy days during the Depres-

sion, sixteen million of them each summer. 22 They laid

down on the beach on newspaper and wore their bathing

suits under their clothes, rather than pay for beach houses

or chairs. At the sideshows, shrill barkers announced the

twin prospects of sex and horror: Smoko, the Human
Volcano, the tunnel of love, "Fatima, the beautiful Egyp-

tian princess—direct descendent of Cleopatra." 23 Marsh

started his treks to Coney in the early twenties, sent there

for sketches by Frank Crowninshield, the editor of Vanity

Fair, and he never stopped going. And even though his

second wife, Felicia Meyer, a landscape painter, sum-
mered in Vermont, Marsh would remain in New York so

that he could continue to go out to Coney. He estimated

that fully one-sixth of his production came from there. "I

went to Coney beach yesterday afternoon," Marsh once

wrote to Felicia. "The wind was fresh and strong blow-

Reginald Marsh's New York
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Fig. 10. Calendars, 1932-33. Reginald Marsh Papers, Archives

of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
Fig. 11. Notebook no. 4, 1934. Reginald Marsh Papers, Archives

of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
Fig. 12. Bathing suit and beach chair, 1935; sketchbook no. 61.

Dress and placard carrier, 1934; sketchbook no. 121. The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia

Meyer Marsh.

Figs. 13, 14. Sketches for Why Not Use the "L"?, 1930.

Sketchbook no. 179. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.

ing great whitecaps in on the seas—the sea a rich blue

—

The crowd as thick as ever I've seen, much to my delight.

The noise of the beach could be heard for miles and there

was scarce room on the sand to sit down. . . .

" 24

With its garish sideshows and rides, Coney Island was

the perfect metaphor for the alienation and commercial-

ization of urban life. It was a fantasy world aimed at

mechanically inducing states ofhorror and fascination in

its patrons. It was loud and raucous, creating an environ-

ment larger than life by presenting life in its extremes, as

in freak shows. And Marsh found shows even on the

beaches—musclemen exhibiting their prowess, bathing

beauties lounging in the sand, tumblers and gymnasts.

New York was one "continuous performance," as one of

his drawings of a sideshow was entitled (Fig. 9), and

Marsh sketched all of it.

Edward Laning discovered Marsh's sketchbooks in a

file-cabinet drawer after the artist's death. He was not so

surprised at their number—over two hundred—because

he knew Marsh was rarely without a sketchpad in hand.

But he was amazed to find them chronologically

organized. 25 The degree to which Marsh was absorbed in

systematically recording his environment and his own
life seems extraordinary. In addition to an enormous
oeuvre of nearly one thousand paintings, over two hun-

dred prints, and hundreds of drawings and watercolors,

Marsh left scrapbooks, notebooks, and calendars which

recounted his whole career (frontispiece; Figs. 10, 11). In

his calendars he actually totaled up how many times he

had gone to Coney in a summer, how many evenings

he etched or developed photographs. In his notebooks he

wrote down recipes for media and how his paintings

were executed. He calculated his income from both his

stocks and his art. In scrapbooks he saved reviews and

reproductions of his work that had appeared in maga-

zines and newspapers (he employed a clipping agency).

He even saved his business card from the Daily News days

(Fig. 6); he kept it for thirty years.

Marsh's sketchbooks are the foundation of his art.

They show a passion for contemporary detail and a desire

to retain the whole of his experience. He recorded every-

thing—locations, costumes, signs, postures, even the

weather ("hot as hell" on June 22, 193 1). A pad used on a

day he went to Coney Island might begin with sketches

on the subway or ferry (depending on how he was travel-

ing). Once there, his eye and hand delighted in the pos-

tures and gestures of people lounging about in the sand

(Figs. 16, 139, 141). At the Bowery, his eye was attracted

to the bums (Figs. 17, 87). Like the beach figures, these

were men apart from the daily work world. They idled

about in a variety ofposes beneath the tracks ofthe El, its

shadows accentuating the creases and wrinkles in their

overcoats and faces. Marsh took down the messages and

designs of advertisements, posters, and street signs, with

notes describing how the lettering appeared—slanted,

italic, yellow—where reflections were (Fig. 68), where

eye level was, where he was standing, whether the light

was electric. The sign in Why Not Use the "L"? is found

twice in his sketchbooks (Fig. 107) and the buckwheat-

Reginald Marsh's New York
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Fig. 15. Theater details, c. 1929. Ink on paper, 45 X 65 inches.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; Bequest of
Felicia Meyer Marsh T78. 1.809.

Fig. 16. Beach figures, 1930. Sketchbook no. 146. The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia

Meyer Marsh.

Fig. 17. Bowery figures, 193 1. Sketchbook no. 63. The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia

Meyer Marsh.

pancake ad used in that painting was sketched from two
vantage points (Figs. 13, 14). Details for Pip & Flip, such

as drawings of Major Mite and the Twins from Peru, are

found in three different sketchbooks; there also exists a

thumbnail sketch for the entire composition. In scores of

other sketches, he put down the baroque details of the

burlesque theaters, their draperies, columns, and cupids

(Fig- 15).

The early sketches are often obscure about facial ex-

pressions, awkward in the positioning of hands and feet.

Yet there is enough there to tell whether these are women
in the chorus line at the Gaiety Burlesque or the exuber-

ant dancers at the Savoy nightclub in Harlem. The curved

outlines blur costumes and figures together but convey

characteristic movements and energy—a sense for the

gestures of the crowd, the deshabille of a hot summer day

at the beach. Details then become props to delineate the

setting in the manner of a cartoonist.

Were his sketchbooks not enough, Marsh's diaries and

photographs would illustrate the close connections be-

tween his paintings and their sources. Invariably, he be-

gan his paintings after visiting a place. Ten Cents a Dance

(Fig. 20), for example, was based on many visits "to

Cosmo, dance hall." According to his calendar for 1933,

he went to the dance hall on April 18 and three days later

started the painting he originally called "Hostesses." He
returned there on May 19, May 30, andJune 15. In a small

sketchbook he drew the women lounging about in vari-

ous states of fatigue, boredom, and languid seductive-

ness. Then in red chalk he worked up larger drawings of

the women, sometimes just their bodies (Fig. 21). In the

painting, the women are closely organized in back of the

rail to project the varieties ofmoods and attitudes present

in the sketches. Three years earlier, in 1930, Marsh had

illustrated a story for The New Yorker about dance host-

esses, called "Shadowland" (Fig. 22). The vivacious

blond in Ten Cents a Dance recalls Zelda, one of the

hostesses in that story, who wears a "tight-fitting red silk

[dress] which, cut low and without sleeves, showed off

her figure advantageously." 26

By the early 1930s, Marsh's passion for documentation

led him to photography. 27 His photographs have usually

been seen as a generalized system ofnote-taking, with no

particular relationship to the paintings. But careful com-
parison of photographs taken in 1933 with two major

works of that year, Lifeguards and Smoko, the Human
Volcano (Figs. 123, 127), reveals that some of the figures

and groups in the photographs were transferred directly

to the paintings. 28

Lifeguards and Smoko, the Human Volcano were first

conceived toward the end of August 1933. Earlier that

month, in fact the day after he returned from a trip to

Europe, Marsh was off to Coney Island, bringing a

camera with him and, according to his calendar (Fig. 10),

he took "many photos. " Later that month, on August 25,

he went out to Jones Beach (Figs. 18, 19). And on August

26 he was again at Coney. In early September he began

two paintings, one called "Beach" or "Jones Beach," the

other called "Sideshow." From his sketchbooks and di-

8 Reginald Marsh's New York
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Fig. 18. Jones Beach, 1933. Sketchbook no. 83. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.

Fig. 19. Photograph album, 1933. Print Archives, Museum of the City of New York;
Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 20. Ten Cents a Dance, 1933. Tempera on panel, 36 X 48 inches. Whitney Museum of
American Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh 80.31.10.
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Fig. 21. Studies for Ten Cents a Dance, 1933. Chalk on paper,

16 X 21 inches. Whitney Museum of American Art, New York;

Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh T78. 1.766.

aries, it is likely that Lifeguards is actually the painting of

Jones Beach and "Sideshow" became Smoko, the Human
Volcano. A wonderful series ofsnapshots (Fig. 124), some

loose and others in a Fotofolio, shows each of the groups

that finally comprised Lifeguards—one woman fixing

another's hair, the acrobats at the left of the composition,

the two women with their arms around each other in the

center, and the woman at the bottom right lying on her

stomach with her feet up. In a four-part sketch, Marsh

played with each of these groups to find a successful

arrangement (Fig. 125). In the painting, the central pyra-

midal form leading up to the lifeguards is accentuated by

the densely packed foreground figures.

For Smoko Marsh both made specific sketches

(Fig. 128) and took photographs of the signs and charac-

ters (Fig. 129). A set of snapshots records Smoko, with

his suspenders and tie, the barker, the lady performer,

and the deformed midget with a headband in her hair and

her arms crossed in front of her. These photographs were

not used quite as directly as those for Lifeguards. Instead,

Marsh chose representative positions and poses from the

photographs that capture the spirit of the sideshow at-

traction. Nonetheless, the painting is still so specific that

the former owners of the work purchased it precisely

because they remembered the characters from their

youth at Coney Island.

This kind of documentary specificity is a crucial ele-

ment in Marsh's art. It ties his work securely to the

thirties, as do the dated headlines and the price signs he

painted into his compositions. But Marsh's art reflects

the social reality of his time in less literal ways as well.

The compositions he constructed, the colors he used, the

agitation of his forms— all serve to evoke a kind of psy-

chological reality; they reflect the excitement, alienation,

and restlessness of the new commercial environment.

For example, whatever figures Marsh may have appro-

priated from photographs, their integration in the

painted composition is telling. The snapshots for Smoko

present an immediate image of the sideshow, but with

little drama. They are candid and, seen in daylight, the

sideshow and its characters appear far more innocent and

youthful, less exotic. Like the sketches in Marsh's pads,

they record the artist's wanderings in and around these

sites, taking pictures from different angles. But for the

composition Marsh presented the sideshow to the specta-

tor head-on. The signs for Smoko and the Orientalist

Supreme are brought up close to the picture surface and

shown frontally. The performing lady is placed centrally

Reginald Marsh's New York 11



and the space in front is filled with the busy crowd,

looking at the show or aimlessly about them. These

figures are shown from the chest up. The eye level as-

sumed for the painting is that of a person in the crowd.

Finally, there is a break in the crowd just in front of the

main event. This is the spectator's presumed and pre-

ferred position—the observer gets the best seat in the

house.

The emotional character of Marsh's subjects is often

intensified by color. In his beach paintings, such as Life-

guards (see inside back cover), and Hot Afternoon, the

blond, orange, or ochre tones resonate with the sun-filled

beach. The grisaille coloration of Holy Name Mission

bespeaks the drab and grim realities of life on the

Bowery. In Smoko, as in many of Marsh's paintings of

sideshows (see back cover), the predominant red in the

background conveys the made-up thrills and horrors of

the sideshow. Indeed, Marsh's reds and greens are often

garish and gaudy. Lurid and loud, they scream at the

observer, much like the titles of his paintings or the

electrical lighting of advertisements.

Edward Laning long ago compared the style of

Marsh's paintings to that of the commercial world itself.

He described this world as "an endless flow of free im-

ages which have no fixed locus but are woven through

the entire physical fabric of our lives, in papers and

magazines, on walls and billboards, in the air as skywrit-

ing, in electrical displays and in shadows projected on

screens.
" 29 He noted that Marsh's art has the same feeling

of transience, the same flickering cast ofimages, empha-

sizing "motion, change and novelty" 3" Kenneth Hayes

Miller, Marsh's teacher and friend, had even said that

Marsh's paintings were not meant to be seen in the singu-

lar, but rather in the plural. 31 Seen together, like frames

from a movie, Marsh's paintings project a cinematic

vision of the city, a city whose surface was always shift-

ing. Even his way of pasting the contacts of his photo-

graphs into albums seems to maintain this cinematic

flavor (Figs. 19, 73), as does his habit of working on

several paintings at once.

The analogy with movie frames also expresses the

sequential, linear character of movement within Marsh's

paintings. "One reads his paintings almost as one would

watch an unwinding newsreel," wrote Matthew Baigell,

referring to the lack of a single focal point in the composi-

tions. 32 The eye keeps moving across the surface, reading

signs and details. Compositional arrangements, elliptical

or oblique, further accentuate the crossways direction

—

the same direction initially found in the two-page spreads

Marsh did for The New Yorker, in which the action often

unfolded across the page (Figs. 7, 24, 135). In Marsh's

paintings, this surface flow is encouraged by the com-
pressed space in which the figures perform. Marsh al-

ways preferred a relief-style arrangement of figures—

a

"frieze," as Lloyd Goodrich described it, in which the

figures are lined up in front of the background. 33 Not
only is the pictorial stage shallow, but spatial recession

tends to be arrested by the bright colors and signs which

cover the background. In Pip & Flip (Fig. 130), the

packed figures press urgently against one another. They
are forced forward toward the picture plane by the signs

which loom, large and strident, behind them. They seem

to be wedged between the signs and us. The effect of this

is to dissociate the figures from the background, which

functions like a flat stage set (Marsh did in fact paint

backdrops early in his career). Marsh's people cannot

make themselves comfortable— physically or psychi-

cally—within the raucous urban environment.

This dissociation of figures from setting is also appar-

ent in compositions in which characters face out of the

painting, hardly relating to their surroundings (Figs. 20,

92). "His characters do not live in their environments but

usually exist in front of them," observed Matthew
Baigell. 34 By studying the process Marsh used to con-

struct his painting Twenty Cent Movie (Fig. 65), one can

see how this sense of alienation developed. Twenty Cent

Movie is a vibrant painting of men and women strutting

in front of the Lyric Theater. But in at least two sketches,

he worked up the composition with only the barest hint

of the figures (Figs. 66, 69; see also Figs. 51, 80). Other

sketches feature the movie posters, statues, and ticket

window (among other things) as individual subjects,

carefully scrutinized (Figs. 67, 68). Some are done over

with more or less detail from nearer or more distant

viewpoints. It appears from these sketches that Marsh

approached the setting first, putting in details as it be-

came clarified. Finally, the figures were added. The fin-

ished painting retains the sense of figures and setting as

two distinct elements, connected only by virtue of the

performance in which they participate.

As little interaction as the figures have with their en-

vironment, they interact even less with each other. What
interested Marsh was not the individuals in a crowd, but

the crowd itself—the urban masses brought together

randomly on subways, at the beaches and sideshows.

Marsh detailed the world his figures inhabited, but left

the inhabitants anonymous. 35 In their density and pictur-

esqueness, they recall the crowds in the movies of

Preston Sturges or Frank Capra. 36 They project an

"emotional sameness." 37 As Thomas Garver pointed out,

Marsh drew a collective portrait, defining these crowds

by the "cherished banalities" of their world—the news-

papers they read, stories that interested them, the wrap-

pers from the candy bars they ate, the movies they went

to see. 38 And even his individual figures function as

types—the city slicker, the fashion plate (Figs. 38, 40).

Like crowds, they personify the city in the abstract. 39

The typecasting of Marsh's characters was in part the

result of the new popular culture propagated by movies

and radio, media that created a uniformity of style and

taste. From this uniformity, popular icons emerged to

dominate the world of the thirties, and no icon was more

dominating than that of the Hollywood movie star.

Marsh was keenly aware of the power of this cultural

symbol—in Twenty Cent Movie, the poster of the movie

queen projects out and over the woman beneath her (see

also Paramount Pictures, Fig. 70). The artist himself

haunted the movies. 40
Is it a coincidence that days before
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starting the painting Star Burlesk, which features a large,

golden burlesque queen, he went to see the movie I'm No
Angel, featuring another queen—Mae West? Many of

Marsh's women look like the screen heroines of the time:

he painted them the way they painted themselves. Pack-

aged to present the American male's ideal of femininity,

they were equal parts baby-doll, siren, and bombshell.

Compare the faces on screen-magazine covers in the

thirties (Fig. 23) to the faces in Ten Cents a Dance, Hudson

Bay Fur Company, or Star Burlesk (Figs. 20, 43, 82). This

is the platinum blond of the thirties, Jean Harlow or Mae
West—golden-haired saints (or, rather, yellow-haired

ladies with acquired attributes), bottled blonds with

painted lips. These are women who bought cosmetics,

who made themselves up to look like Jean Harlow, and

wound up looking like the crowd. And even when they

are not contemporary beauties, they are dressed in cheap

Fourteenth Street versions of the latest fashions.

It was advertising that made the movie-star type so

omnipresent and irresistible. 41 The stars were brand

names, popularized by billboards and hundreds of studio

photographs. And Marsh's women are advertisements

too, as eye-catching as the new neon lights, as colorful

and evanescent, as bold and contrived. They embody the

same commercial energy, brightness, and capaciousness

as the city did. Loud and brassy, they personify the city.

In effect Marsh often uses the women in his paintings

as he does advertising verbiage: to lure the spectator into

the image. "Go over to the rail and wait," says the

seasoned dance-hall hostess to the newcomer in the 193

1

movie Ten Cents a Dance. "And while you wait, you can

advertise. " That is exactly what the blond hostess does in

Marsh's painting of the same title (Fig. 20). In paintings

like Twenty Cent Movie, Pip & Flip (Figs. 65, 130) and Ten

Cents a Dance, the spectator assumes the customer's posi-

tion. Titles, signs, and seductive characters directly con-

front the observer and urge him to participate.

Marsh's paintings manipulate the devices of the com-
mercial world—sex, humor, confrontational questions.

The spectator is teased into the image with a headline like

"Does the Sex Urge Explain Judge Crater's Mysterious

Disappearance?" (from Why Not Use the "L"?). Grabbed

by the question, he gets closer to read more and is forced

to enter the painting's reality, its time and place. The
paintings become a part of the social reality they depict.

Fig. 22. Illustration for the story "Shadowland," from The New
Yorker, October 11, 1930.

Fig. 23. Cover of Modern Screen magazine, 1932 (not by Marsh).
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THE INNER DRAMA

The social reality Marsh depicted was decidedly lower

class—at odds with his own background, education, and

economic position. In 1930 the artist was thirty-two years

old. It was a year after the stock-market crash and he had

taken a loss often thousand dollars, yet still managed to

show earnings of over five thousand dollars from stocks

alone. 42 Two years earlier he had inherited some of his

grandfather's money. In other words, Marsh was hardly

starving during the Depression. Comfortable all his life,

often dressed in Brooks Brothers suits, he was worlds

removed from the people he painted who traveled out to

Fig. 24. "Bread Line," from The New Yorker, November 22,

1930. Clipping in scrapbook no. 5. Reginald Marsh Papers,

Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D.C.
Fig. 25. Tramps in Paris, 1926. Sketchbook no. 2. The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia

Meyer Marsh.

Coney Island on hot summer days. Yet he was fascinated

and drawn to them. At one point he indicated that he felt

the lower classes were more interesting to paint: "well

bred people are no fun to paint." 43

But Marsh was significantly selective in his "lower-

class" types: throughout his work certain characters con-

stantly reappear—Bowery bums, burlesque queens,

musclemen, and bathing beauties. Sources for these im-

ages in Marsh's art predate the thirties: he sketched an

interior of a movie theater in his childhood diary (Fig. 2),

drew chorus girls while a student at Yale (Fig. 4), and

sketched the tramps lying by the side of the road while he

was in Paris (Fig. 25). These are the kinds of subjects and

figures that stand out most forcefully in his art.

Perhaps Bowery bums and Jean Harlows do personify

the thirties. But if their choice was socially valid it was

also personally motivated. Nothing reveals this underly-

ing layer of meaning more than Marsh's work process.

25a 25b
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Fig. 26. Sketch of Michelangelo's Day, from the tomb of

Giuliano de' Medici, 1926. Charcoal on paper, 9 X nf inches.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; Bequest of

Felicia Meyer Marsh 80.31.75.
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Fig. 27. Sketch after Delacroix's The Death of Sardanapalus,

c. 1938. Sketchbook no. 47. The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.

Fig. 28. The Bowl, 1933. Tempera on panel, 355 X 59ft inches. The Brooklyn Museum;
Gift of William T Evans.
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Fig. 29. Coney Island Beach, 1939. Tempera on panel,

29! x 49! inches. Collection of Marjorie and Charles

Benton.

Fig. 30. Sketches after Rubens, 1944. Ink on paper,

82 X 52 inches. Whitney Museum of American Art,

New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh 80.31. 141.

Fig. 31. Coney Island, 1936. Tempera on panel, 60 X 36

inches. Syracuse University Art Collections, Syracuse,

New York; Purchase.
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Fig. 32. Study for Coney Island Beach, 1934. Ink on paper, 135 X 165 inches. Whitney
Museum of American Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh T78.1.27.

Fig- 33- Study for Coney Island Beach, 1934. Ink on tracing paper, iojj X 10 inches. The
William Benton Museum of Art, University of Connecticut, Storrs.
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Fig. 34. Sketch after Rubens' Diana Surprised by Satyrs,

c. 1928. Chinese ink and pencil on paper, 11 x 85

inches. Whitney Museum of American Art; Bequest of

Felicia Meyer Marsh 80. 31. in.

Fig. 35. Coney Island Beach, 1934. Etching, 10 x 10

inches. The William Benton Museum of Art,

University of Connecticut, Storrs.

34

35
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Fig. 36. Study for Dead Man's Curve, 1940. Chinese
ink on paper, 6| x 9! inches. Whitney Museum of
American Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer

"J Marsh 80.31.80.

Fig- 37- Seated man and walking woman, 1943.

Watercolor and Chinese ink on paper, io| x 82 inches.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York;
Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh 80.31.92.
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As we can see from his sketchbooks and prints, he re-

turned to the same places over and over again (Figs. 92,

93), often took the same viewpoints in sketches and

photographs (Figs. 139—142), and even made photo-

graphs which recapitulate the compositions of earlier

paintings (Figs. 43, 44, 70, 71).
44 Thus, long after he had

first recorded an image he continued to see it. Figures and

subjects stayed with him and their almost compulsive

repetition suggests something beyond the realm of the

documentary 45 His 193 1 painting Hot Afternoon (Fig.

147), probably of the Atlantic City beach, and his 1939

painting and print of Coney Island (Figs. 29, 148) are,

despite coloristic and stylistic differences, spiritually re-

lated. All three scenes concentrate on masses ofinterlock-

ing and weaving bodies—and recall an early linocut in a

primitive modernist style that Norman Sasowsky en-

titled Resurrection (Fig. 146).
46

The title Resurrection may not be Marsh's own, but it

accords with the visual character of the linocut and with

Last Judgment scenes by the Old Masters—allusions

which continue to inform the later paintings and the

print. If Marsh's documentary authenticity is compro-

mised both by the selectivity and the repetition of his

imagery, it is even more compromised by his involve-

ment with the Old Master tradition. There is no doubt

that much of Marsh's engagement with the Old Masters

was technical, just as there is no doubt that he was not the

only artist interested in the Renaissance during the

1930s. 47 But unlike his contemporaries, Marsh's affinity

for the Old Masters may have originated in childhood.

His father's studio was decorated with reproductions

after Tintoretto and Rubens. 48 At Yale he studied the

history of art. After his trip to Europe in 1925 (which

included a visit to Florence), he studied with Kenneth

Hayes Miller at the Art Students League, a teacher noted

for his devotion to the Old Master tradition. Miller's

idols were Titian, Rubens, and Michelangelo. He and

Marsh studied these painters together and would often

go to the Metropolitan Museum of Art. All through

Marsh's life, he made copies in his sketchbooks of Old

Master paintings (Figs. 26, 27, 30), and his own pub-

lished book, Anatomy for Artists (1935), is based on draw-

ings made after Old Master figures. 49 He never ceased to

love and study the Old Masters.

One of the things that intrigued Marsh most about

Renaissance and Baroque art was the painters' ability to

organize large figure groups—crowds ofpeople—against

architectural backdrops or landscapes to achieve monu-
mentality and stability. 50 Since Marsh was also attracted

to large figural scenes, emulating the Old Masters was a

means to structure his own works. In paintings and

prints like Chatham Square or Tattoo—Shave—Haircut

(Figs. 88, 92), he used the pillars of the El or the barber's

poles to separate the men and punctuate their postures.

Moreover, while a tendency to relief style may have

originated in cartoons, it was enriched by his study of

Renaissance compositions, such as those of Raphael.

But Marsh was especially interested in tangled bodies,

wrestling men, and writhing women, elements he found

in abundance in the work of Michelangelo and Rubens.

When Marsh looked at the contemporary world, it re-

minded him of the masters: "I like to go to Coney Island

because of the sea, the open air, and the crowds—crowds

of people in all directions, in all positions, without

clothing, moving—like the great compositions of

Michelangelo and Rubens." 51

Ultimately, Marsh allowed his devotion to the Old

Masters to transform the reality of the 1930s; 52 he began

to introduce into his images the character of the past.

Sometimes it was a non-specific sentiment or visual ori-

entation that evoked these grand compositions, a Last

Judgment or a Rape of the Sabine Women that seemed to

inform the crowds at the beach or on Fourteenth Street.

The general emphasis on full-length bodies, detailed

muscles, broad movements, and multiple figures gave his

art a semi-heroic scale. The chains of people in various

stages of entanglement at the beach (Fig. 118) might

recall a Flemish Kermess, a village scene of peasants

drunk with life, holiday, and nature. (Rubens' Kermess

was one of the first paintings he copied.) The jumble of

people precipitously falling forward, out, and down the

street in In Fourteenth Street (Fig. 72) echoes the disori-

ented characters of a Last Judgment. The woman walk-

ing under the ladder, somehow inviolate, wears her hat as

if it were a halo (Fig. 40). And at the far end, a cripple is

almost trampled, like some unfortunate reprobate soul.

Venuses and Adonises walk the Coney Island beach

(Fig. 31); deposed Christs collapse on the Bowery
(Fig. 93). There are Michelangelesque figures at the

Bowl at Coney Island (Figs. 26, 28). The ceiling of Stee-

plechase Park resembles the ceilings of German Baroque

cathedrals, with their rings of exultant angels. On stage

at the New Gotham, the burlesque queen (Fig. 51) covers

herself in the manner of a classical Venus pudica.

Sometimes Marsh's use of the Old Masters is quite

specific, as in the evolution of the 1934 print Coney Island

Beach (Fig. 35) and his painting of the same year

(Fig. 118), which was made by tracing a projection of the

print. An early drawing (Fig. 32) for the print lacks the

pair to the left of center, a woman pulling away from a

man. It is added to a later drawing, and not originally as a

man and woman, but as a satyr and man (Fig. 33).

(Marsh did a few drawings, after Rubens, of satyrs [Fig.

34].) In the painting, Marsh added details of the tu-

multuous present—Nestle candy wrappers and a Yiddish

newspaper (Fig. 118).

The past and the present constantly collide in Marsh's

art. Why was there no apparent contradiction for Marsh

in combining these Old Master visions with what he saw

around him? Perhaps because he was drawn to both by

the same thing: in both places he found sexually charged

images, idealized and inaccessible figures of beauty and

sex. Burlesque queens in their theaters re-created states of

ecstasy for their worshiping patrons. Pinup movie stars

were adored like the icons of the past.

Marsh's art is about sex; even Kenneth Hayes Miller

Reginald Marsh's New York



Fig. 38. Detail of Twenty Cent Movie, 1936 (see Fig. 65).
Fig- 39- Sidewalk Scene, c. 1950-53. Chinese ink on
paper, 22 X 30 inches. Collection of Marjorie and
Charles Benton.
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Fig. 40. Detail of In Fourteenth Street, 1934 (see Fig. 72). Fig. 41. Detail of Tattoo—Shave—Haircut, 1932 (see Fig. 92).
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Fig. 42. Study for Swinging Chairs, c. 1943. Ink on paper,

11 x 81 inches. Whitney Museum of American Art, New York;

Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh 80.31.71.

Fig. 43. Hudson Bay Fur Company, 1932. Tempera on canvas

mounted on panel, 30 X 40 inches. Columbus Museum of Art,

Ohio; Museum Purchase: Howald Fund.

Fig. 44. Fourteenth Street, c. 1939. Photograph. Print Archives,

Museum of the City of New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer
Marsh.

had told him that. "You arc a painter of the body," he

said. "Sex is your theme." 53
It is obvious in the puns and

titles, signs and movie marquees that enliven his pictures.

"The Joys of the Flesh" beckon from the movie marquee

in Twenty Cent Movie (Fig. 68). "Mrs. Jack Legs Dia-

mond" he puns across the top of Pip & Flip (Fig. 130),

alluding to the long-legged ladies front and center in the

painting. (In the drawing [Fig. 131] for the painting, one

can see how he purposefully arranged the legs this way
He made the legs of the four women parallel in a repeti-

tive pattern that echoes Radio City Music Hall's Rock-

ettes or the parallel-leg rhythms of dance numbers in

Busby Berkeley's 1930s movies.) Dead Man's Curve

(Fig. 36) does not refer to the shape of a road. In some of

Marsh's earliest linocuts, the sexual content is obvious

and primitive, as in an Easter greeting card of a man and

woman making love. Much later, in a book made clearly

for his own amusement, Marsh hints at one underlying

fantasy that runs through his work. Woman after woman
is shown parading by, barely clothed. Shoeless, they still

walk as if in high heels. Bosoms are hardly covered; hair

flows. These are images of unbridled sexuality; in a few

ofthem men appear in the background, watching, as in a

drawing of 1943 (Fig. 37). And in some of these images,

women expose their behinds to the observer, a lascivious

invitation.

Marsh was drawn to the beaches, to the streets, and to

the burlesque of New York because he was drawn to

these women. He was seduced into painting New York

because these women seduced him. Look, for example,

at the painting Hudson Bay Fur Company (Fig. 43) and a

photograph of a like subject, taken by Marsh some years

later (Fig. 44). While the painting employs an angle close

to the photographic view—that of a passerby (no doubt

male) who happened to look up while walking down the

street—the changes are significant. In the painting, the

models are brought closer and loom larger. And one

model turns to the viewer. Purely Marsh's fantasy now,

she looks down and opens her coat to reveal buxom
breasts. "Country Gentlemen Lured by Slick City

Women" he wrote on a movie marquee in one of his

drawings.

Marsh was probably drawn to Old Master art because

he saw in it the same lusty sexuality. Michelangelo,

Rubens, and Delacroix did more than provide models of

composition and technique: they painted images oflarge,

ideal, heroic, and often quite erotic women, like De-

lacroix's Liberty Leading the People with one breast

bared. 54 In the art of the past, Marsh found women who
were emotionally more in keeping with his own themes.

His rejection of modern art was based on its lack of

sexuality, an emptiness he felt in its forms and colors,

devoid of either feminine or masculine identification.

Marsh objected to the sterility ofmodern art. He wanted

muscles, flesh, and bodies in painting. His ladies on the

beach were powerful, sexual Sabine women. His attrac-

tion to Coney Island can be understood as an attraction to

a fantastic vision of sexuality. The beach is perceived as a
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Fig. 45. Merry-Go-Round, 1930 (restruck 1969). Etching, 7I x 9! inches. Whitney Museum
of American Art, New York; Original plate donated by William Benton 69.97c.
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site of tropical abandonment. Divorced from the day-to-

day routines of work and domestic chores, shorn of

clothing, people come closer to their natural state.

But Marsh's vision of sexuality was exactly that—

a

vision—and a vision peopled by recurring characters:

bathing beauties and burlesque queens, Bowery bums
and burlesque patrons, musclemen. As lusty and inviting

as his women may seem, they are, like pinup queens or

saints in ecstasy, symbolic forms—fantastic projections,

usually out of reach. 55 Except in the beach scenes, men
and women often remain separated in his paintings.

Caught in a permanently disconnected relationship, they

rarely touch.

In Hudson Bay Fur Company (Fig. 43), the women are

seen from below, through the window glass. Whether on

the carousel, on steeplechase swings, on the boardwalk,

or on the burlesque stage, Marsh's women are often aloft

and above. They go round and round on merry-go-

rounds or swings or they gyrate on raised platforms. In

Ten Cents a Dance (Fig. 20), the women remain behind

the rail. Or, as in In Fourteenth Street (Fig. 40) and several

other works (Figs. 37, 39), they walk purposefully, con-

trolling their own pictorial space. Their large, full bodies

are powerful. The combination of positions and bodies

reflects a vision of idealized women who are offered up

for public enjoyment but remain inaccessible and unat-

tainable. Truly untouchable, the burlesque "queen" per-

forms on stage, the magnetic center for hundreds of pairs

of eyes. These men are held raptly attentive by the one

female; they simply stare. In a painting and print such as

Star Burlesk (Fig. 82), Marsh enhances the position. The

stripper is enormous in relation to the audience, and the

lighting from below makes her even more imposing.

Marsh's men are frequently behind or beneath the

women, watching. On the Bowery, the men are listless;

they stand or sit with their hands in their pockets, unable

to use them meaningfully. They lie on the ground; they

lounge, loaf, wait, or watch. Sometimes these men (and,

like the women, they often appear to be the same man)

are literally crippled—missing limbs or on crutches.

Marsh's art is characterized notjust by a separation but

by a contrast of men and women: in the extreme, a

contrast of active, striding women and crippled, drunken

bums. In the nocturnal scene at the Bowery of Tattoo—
Shave—Haircut (Fig. 41), a young woman stares out from

behind the idle bums, one ofwhom is on crutches at the

front. In In Fourteenth Street (Fig. 40), the young woman
under the ladder strides to the right, while immediately

in front of her a man on crutches walks the other way. In

two prints of the Dance Marathon (Figs. 8, 52), Marsh

focuses on a couple in which the man is worn-out, asleep,

and carried around the dance floor by the still-awake

woman. In his early linocut The Garden of Eden, it is

Adam who cringes in the back while Eve remains erect. 56

Even in his New Yorker jokes, Marsh implies the weak-

ness of men vis-a-vis women. In one cartoon, a woman
takes her wimpy boyfriend to the barrel of love and buys

the tickets herself (Fig. 53). In another cartoon, one bum

resignedly pulls the other bum away from a poster of a

burlesque dancer, suggesting the ultimate frustration of

ever having her (Fig. 85).

Women constantly walk through Marsh's art. He even

found them where they did not belong—on the Bowery,

for example, in Tattoo—Shave—Haircut (Fig. 92). A
woman, for him, he once said, "is always a stimulus to

paint." 57 Nowhere is this image of woman—ideal, re-

mote, aloof, yet buxom and alluring—more clear than in

his recurrent theme, the woman on the merry-go-round

horse. 58 From a vehemently drawn small comic-strip

character (Fig. 46) she becomes a full-bodied young

woman in a 1930 etching, seated sidesaddle on her horse

(Fig. 45). In front of her another woman is leered at by

the gentleman behind. In a later drawing, her head is

tilted upward, as if in an ecstatic vision (Fig. 47). In

another drawing (Fig. 48), the frenetic lines enhance the

sense of a Baroque vision. By 1943, in an engraving

(Fig. 49), the image has become stark and more abstract:

there is no background detail; the horse and its rider are

divorced from any setting in life. The lady rides astride

now, rather than sidesaddle. Her breasts are tense and

rigidly erect; she barely needs to steady herself to the

post. In this image, the man is no longer present, yet he is

implicit: Marsh's ladies always presume an audience.

Marsh's notion of sexuality, in other words, centers on

exhibitionism, and its corollary, voyeurism. His world is

filled with display: movies, burlesque, beach are all forms

of public exhibition. Men and women are spectators and

performers within a heavily sexualized world. And
Marsh was clearly fascinated by both aspects of that

world—almost always presenting its two sides in the

same image. Most often the women are the performers

and the men their worshipful spectators or customers.

But sometimes, as with the musclemen at the beach, the

men themselves become the performers. It was the rela-

tionship that was important: performing and watching.

Within the construct of Marsh's world, seeing and being

seen become the pictorial references for sexuality. 59

In fact, the joke—or sad irony—in his art is that men
are sometimes unable to see or to rouse themselves to the

beautiful women who walk by. He tells this same joke

over and over again. He began telling it in the early 1920s

in the cartoon "Subway Sunbeams," captioned

"Concentration" (Fig. 54). In it the men reading news-

papers are oblivious to the lovely flapper straphanging

over them. Over twenty years later, in Eyes Examined

(Fig. 55), the striding young woman, a vision of loveli-

ness, hair flowing, is unseen by the two men standing

and sitting beside her. The eyeglass sign overhead pops

out at the spectator; these men ought to have their eyes

examined. In Eyes Tested, the same subject appears, but

the man behind the woman is on crutches and missing a

limb, while the man next to her is drowsing in a doorway.

Crippled or sleeping, neither man is a physical match for

the image of female perfection.

In Marsh's 1930 painting Why Not Use the "L"?

(Fig. 108), the same contrast is subtly present. The slum-
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Fig. 46. Woman on a merry-go-round horse, c. 1927-30. Charcoal pencil

on paper, 51 X 75 inches. Whitney Museum of American Art, New York;

Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh T78. 1.509.

Fig. 47. Woman on a merry-go-round horse, c. 1938. Pencil

on paper, 83 X 6 inches. Whitney Museum of American Art,

New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh T78.1.78.
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Fig. 48. Woman on a merry-go-round horse, n.d. Pencil on paper, iof X 8§ inches.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer
Marsh T78.1.152.
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Fig. 49. Merry-Go-Round, 1943. Engraving, 10 X 8 inches. The William Benton Museum of

Art, University of Connecticut, Storrs.
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Fig. 50. Guy Pene du Bois School ofArt, 1934. Etching,
Museum of Art, University of Connecticut, Storrs.

8x6 inches. The William Benton
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Fig. 51. Striptease at New Gotham, 1935. Etching, 12 x 9 inches. The William Benton

Museum of Art, University of Connecticut, Storrs.
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Fig. 52. Dance Marathon, 1932. Engraving, 7X5 inches. The William Benton Museum of

Art, University of Connecticut, Storrs.
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Fig. 53. "Does the combination ticket include the Barrel of Love and the Red Mill?," from
The New Yorker, August 22, 193 1. Clipping in scrapbook no. 5. Reginald Marsh Papers,

Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.

bering (out of work?) black man is hardly responding to

the sign "Why Not Use the 'L'?," but he relates even less

to the two women nearby, both wide-awake, one reading

her newspaper standing up, while his own newspaper

falls away at his feet. 60 More significant is the headline in

that paper
—

"Does the Sex Urge Explain Judge Crater's

Mysterious Disappearance?"—which lightly mocks and

calls attention to the sleeping man's own obviously dor-

mant sex urge.

During the Depression such images had a poignant

social reality Stripped of jobs, and of identity, unem-
ployed men often drifted into sexual malaise. Studies at

the time discussed the impact of unemployment on men
in just these terms. 61 In Marsh's most popular icon of the

Depression, Bread Line—No One Has Starved (Fig. 103),

he creates a taut image ofunemployment by focusing on

a row ofBowery bums and drawing their forms together

(see also Figs. 101, 102, 104). The lack of space above and

below the figures expresses both their immobility and the

pent-up urgency of their plight. Their poses, hands in

pockets, heads bent low, reinforce the sense of paralysis.

The phrase "no one has starved" ridicules President

Hoover's unfeeling remark at the time. 62

Many of Marsh's images express the collective trauma

of the decade through just such juxtapositions of words
and images—the irony of "No Waiting" signs on the

Bowery when there was nowhere anyone was hurrying

to. But, as we have seen in Eyes Examined or "Subway
Sunbeams," the particular irony involved often deals

with seeing or not seeing. And Marsh's specific concern

with the visual responsiveness of his characters, in pic-

torial settings that deal largely with performances, makes

this theme more personally significant. Men and women
remain separated in his paintings, but there is a distinc-

tion to be made between those men who are incapaci-

tated, asleep, and simply do not see, and those who at

least do see.

Seeing for an artist would always have a special rele-

vance. And burlesque, for example, actually duplicated

for Marsh the relationship of the artist to the model.

Supposedly, the first performance of the burlesque was

entitled "Artists and Models" (at the Shubert Theatre,

New York, 1923).
63 Marsh's print of the Guy Pene du Bois

School of Art closely resembles the relationship of the

queen to the audience. Large and powerful, the model is

the central focus for the class. And although the class is

largely women, du Bois is featured painting from the

model, a self-portrait of the artist by implication. Marsh

himself was a burlesque patron, and often included self-

portraits or portraits of friends in the audience. In 1945,

he wrote to William Benton about the painting Striptease

in New Jersey: "Started a burlesk—with you, H. Luce

[and] scattered bums in the audience." 64
It is the bur-

lesque patrons who are most often shown raptly atten-

tive, staring, and sometimes leaning forward to see

more.

But Marsh may also have identified with men who did

not always see, or with men who are sometimes disabled.

Edward Laning has noted the artist's compassionate

identification with the Bowery bum as a "figure of
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Fig. 54. "Subway Sunbeams," c. 1922-25 (probably from the

New York Daily News). Clipping in scrapbook no. 3. Reginald

Marsh Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian

Institution, Washington, D.C.
Fig- 55- Eyes Examined, 1946. Tempera on panel, 30 X 22

inches. Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Joel W. Harnett.

failure.
"65 Apparently a heavy drinker, at one point in his

life, while undergoing psychoanalytic therapy, Marsh

wrote to Felicia: "I will be a perfect husband. . . . My
newest pictures don't show so many old men falling

down— I will paint YMCA picnics soon.
" 66 He may have

felt compassion for Bowery bums, but beyond that they

reflected one facet of his private reality.

It is difficult to know precisely what that private reality

was, but Edward Laning has suggested one possibility by

relating a particular burlesque act to the content of

Marsh's paintings. 67 In the performance, a beautiful

blond struts back and forth in front oftwo bums standing

before a painted cityscape. Each time she walks by, the

bums become more hysterical until finally they are re-

duced to a tattered heap. If men are the worn-out dupes

who cannot even see women, it appears from this act that

when they do see them, they are overpowered by the

sight. The threat of female domination is constantly

alluded to in Marsh's art—men ensnared, seduced, or

victimized. "Burlesque Dames Quarrel Over Who Will

Take the Next Victim Over," he wrote on one of his

theater marquees; "Dancers Lure G.I.," says a headline in

a painting. Perhaps the sex urge does explain Judge Cra-

ter's mysterious disappearance. Tempted by the joys of

the flesh, the men in Marsh's world, and possibly Marsh

too, found themselves led astray, lost, or powerless.

But Marsh himself summed up the content of his

imagery in the few revealing words with which he en-

titled a painting Senator Benton purchased from him. As

Benton told it, he purchased the painting because he was

so struck by its title.
68

It showed a man and woman going

through a tunnel of love at Coney Island. The man is

scared out of his wits and his eyes bulge, while the

woman remains reserved, cool, even a little bored. Marsh

originally called the painting "The Sorrow and Futility of

Man Before the Beauty of Woman" (Fig. 60). When he

later included the painting in an exhibition, he retitled it,

to Benton's annoyance, Eldorado, the name of the tunnel

of love. (It appears in his records as "Girl and Man in the

Tunnel of Love.") Perhaps he wished the title to be less

descriptive. Nevertheless, "Eldorado" still carried the

content; it offered the promise of fabulous wealth, here

the riches of sexual ecstasy. But the man finally seated

next to the woman is terrified at the prospect.

Still, Marsh's men are not always incapacitated or

physically inactive. His paintings are also filled with

images of vital men—men who exhibited themselves on

the beach like burlesque stars: lifeguards atop perches,

wrestlers, muscle-bound acrobats, and fat men with big

cigars. He was fascinated by physical perfection: "Except

for the corner of the beach reserved for the athletes who
are splendid to behold most of the human race is hope-

lessly asymmetrical in the face and body," he wrote to

Felicia after a trip to Coney. 69 His interest in both Bowery

bums and musclemen exposes the depth of his concern

with physical strength and prowess. These two types

existed as complementary facets of his own personality.
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Fig. 56. Coney Island (Russia Declares War on Japan), 1945. Chinese ink on paper, 27 X 40
inches. Collection of Marjone and Charles Benton.
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Fig. 57. Letter to William Benton, April 20, 1947. Artists' Files, Whitney Museum of

American Art, New York.
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Fig. 58. Self-caricature, from Art Students League News, January

I, 1949-

Fig- 59- Detail of Merry-Go-Round, 1930 (see Fig. 45).

In several letters, the artist wrote of starting exercise

programs, such as swimming, to keep in shape. In 1939

he was running before breakfast and, at about the same

time, working out at a gym. 70 For many years he saved an

ad for a body-building book by a Yale athletic coach.

Then, in a letter to Benton of 1947, he even drew a

caricature ofhimself as a muscleman (Fig. 57), and wrote

"muscles (& sex[?]) is the keynote," referring to his latest

paintings. 71 Moreover, in a comment in Esquire magazine

in 1950 he drew a parallel between muscles, sex, and art,

railing against the absence of muscles and sex in modern
art.

72

But Marsh was not a physical muscleman. It was as an

artist that he could demonstrate his strength, could

"perform" in public. "I don't much like parties. I'm

never happy unless I'm the center of attention. When I

feel neglected, I reach for my sketchbook and soon every-

body is gathered around, watching me draw!" 73 "He was

as much an addict with pen and paper, " said a friend, "as a

chain smoker with a cigaret. He had to be sketching even

at a funeral." 74

Marsh's obsessive working, sketching, photograph-

ing, and printmaking, his compulsive need to record his

career, were ways to assure himself of his vitality, ca-

pability, and strength. 75 Perhaps Marsh did feel "sorrow

andfutility . . . before the beauty ofwoman." Perhaps he

felt unable to achieve a physical perfection in himself and

perhaps the burlesque image expresses a yearning for

something that must also remain inaccessible and un-

touchable. For some burlesque patrons, those who were

Bowery bums, this may have been true. But by sketch-

ing, especially at the burlesque, Marsh was active and in

control. 76 For the artist who goes to the burlesque, sits

and sketches and watches intently and then goes home to

transform that experience into art, seeing becomes a

potent form of activity. Marsh's advice to his art students

suggests something of the intensity of that activity for

him: "Stare at Michelangelo casts. Go out into the street,

stare at the people. Go into the subway. Stare at the

people. Stare, stare, keep on staring. Go to your studio;

stare at your pictures, yourself, everything." 77

Aspects of Marsh are found in all the characters of his

art—in the Bowery bum, in the muscleman, in the bur-

lesque queen, and in the burlesque patron. He even in-

cluded his self-caricature in the medallions on the saddles

of the merry-go-round horses his women ride (Figs. 49,

59), and he appears, sketching, behind the railing in the

1939 watercolor of Diana Dancing Academy. He was part

voyeur and part exhibitionist, part strong man and part

fallen man. What these images truly meant for the artist

one can only speculate. But it is clear that he set up the

same pictorial situation over and over again. And, in so

doing, he allowed these images to give shape to some

inner drama.

In 1937 Marsh was commissioned by the Treasury

Relief Art Project to paint murals for the rotunda of Cass

Gilbert's Custom House in New York. He chose to show
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Fig. 60. Eldorado (The Sorrow and Futility ofMan Before the Beauty of Woman), 1946. Tempera
on panel, 212 X 292 inches. Collection of Marjorie and Charles Benton.
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Fig. 6l. The Bowery—Strokey's Bar, 1953. Tempera on panel, 30 X 24 inches. Whitney

Museum of American Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh 80.31.15.
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the entry of an ocean liner into New York harbor. The

murals included ships, tugs, and even a visiting movie

star, interspersed with figures of explorers for which

Marsh borrowed portraits from the Old Masters. It was

the grand spectacle of New York with some "cheese-

cake" thrown in. The card giving him access to study the

ships in port was found in his wallet among his papers

many years later. But by 1940 Marsh's headlines and

posters seemed tacked onto a world that was drifting

away. 78 His burlesque queens and Bowery bums become
emaciated and elongated (Fig. 61); they float in a watery

netherworld, in a deepened space, almost intangible. In

reality his cityscape, his New York, was changing; it was

being dismantled. The El was being taken down and

burlesque was being forced out of New York by Mayor
Fiorello La Guardia. Marsh followed the burlesque to

New Jersey, but he never stopped sketching and painting

New York. He died suddenly, away from New York, in

1954-

At the simplest level, one could say that Marsh adopted

the viewpoint of George C. Tilyou, the owner ofConey
Island's Steeplechase Park, that the best show is the peo-

ple themselves. Like any great showman, Marsh used all

that was most eye-catching, appealing, and popular in his

painting—people, signs, color, sex. He produced "a par-

amount picture," as hejokes in one of his own paintings.

But on another level, the commercial and social world

—

which traded so heavily in sex—and Marsh's own inner

world converged in his art. The emphatic sexuality of his

work belongs to both his private and public life, just as

the images he chose are both socially and personally real.

This same sexuality is finally the insistent humanity of

his work, what allows it to so forcefully assert itself into

the spectator's presence and to evoke the thirties as much
as it does. "I like to take people and push them right out at

you," he said. 79 Marsh's own restless energies bound him
to his times.
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Unless otherwise indicated, Reginald Marsh's notebooks, scrapbooks, calendars,

diaries, and letters are in the Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D.C. (with microfilm copies on file at the A. A. A. offices in Boston,

Detroit, New York, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C); Marsh's sketchbooks

are in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (with

microfilm copies on file at the Archives ofAmerican Art); and his photographs are

in the collection of the Museum of the City of New York.
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the period, the new recreation activities, and the changes in the

family.

12. "Unemployment: 'No One Has Starved,'" Fortune, 6 (Sep-

tember 1932), p. 22.

13. The WPA Guide to New York City: Tlie Federal Writers' Project

Guide to igjos New York (1939; reprint, New York: Pantheon

Books, 1982), p. 120.

14. See Lloyd Goodrich, Reginald Marsh (New York: Harry N.

Abrams, Inc., 1972), p. 37.

15. For a discussion of burlesque in the 1930s, see David Dress-

ier, "Burlesque as a Cultural Phenomenon" (Ph.D. dissertation,

New York University, 1937). See also H.M. Alexander, Strip Tease:

The Vanished Art ofBurlesque (New York: Knight Publishers, 1938).

16. See Paul G. Cressey, The Taxi-Dance Hall: A Sociological

Study in Commercialized Recreation and City Life (Chicago: Univer-

sity of Chicago Press, 1932).

17. Caroline Bird, The Invisible Scar (New York: David McKay
Company, Inc., 1966), p. 66.

18. At the time, a group of sociologists at the University of

Chicago was keenly concerned with the impact of the urban en-

vironment, particularly in terms of recreation. "Family and neigh-

borhood recreation have declined in direct proportion to the

growth of city-wide enterprises intent upon commercializing the

human interest in stimulation. The result has been the growing
tendency to make the pursuit of thrills and excitement a segmented
interest detached from the other interests of the person"; Cressey,

The Taxi-Dance Hall, p. xiii.
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19- In January 1932, an article in Fortune magazine described the

burlesque and dance-hall phenomenon in New York in the third

winter 01 the Depression in this way: "All of this does not come

under the head of gayety. There is in it something of the note of

hysteria common to the carryings on in towns behind the battle

lines in time of war. 'Let joy be unconfined because tomorrow we
starve'"; "New York in the Third Winter," Fortune, 5 (January

1932), p. 43-

20. Quoted in "Civic Defects Vex an Artist," New York Sun,

February 18, 1939, clipping found in Marsh's scrapbook no. 1.

Marsh's statement also seems to express a new idea of culture

emerging in the thirties; that is, the idea that culture was what was

happening around you rather than what was inherited from the

aristocratic European tradition. This notion ofpopular culture was

one result of the new media; see Susman, "The Thirties," p. 184.

21. The WPA Guide to New York City, p. 473.

22. Lucy P. Gillman, "Coney Island," New York History, 36

(July 1955). P- 284.

23. Edward E Tilyou, "Human Nature with the Brakes Off

—

Or, Why the Schoolma'am Walked into the Sea," The American

Magazine, 94 (July 1922), p. 94.

24. Reginald Marsh, undated letter to Felicia Meyer Marsh

(1934?)-

25. Laning, The Sketchbooks of Reginald Marsh, p. 18.

26. Niven Busch, Jr. , "Shadowland," The New Yorker, October

11, 1930, p. 24.

27. The subjects ofMarsh's photographs are the same as those of

his sketches. The kinds of subjects as well as his interest in photog-

raphy at this time may be linked to the documentary photography

ofthe early thirties as exemplified by the work ofWalker Evans and

Berenice Abbott. According to Marsh's calendar, he knew Ben

Shahn in 1933. Shahn was well acquainted with the work of Evans.

The relationship ot Marsh to early documentary photography is a

subject for further exploration. Three of Marsh's photographs

were included in an exhibition organized by Edward Steichcn at

the Museum of Modern Art, New York, in 1957 entitled "70

Photographers Look at New York"; see Norman Sasowsky,

"Reginald Marsh's Photographs," in Photographs of New York by

Reginald Marsh, portfolio (Washington, D.C.: Middendorf Gallery

and Jem Horn in conjunction with the estate of Reginald Marsh,

1977). unpaginated.

28. In 1933-34 Marsh used specific photographs for other

works, including the painting In Fourteenth Street and the print

Union Square. In 1938 he purchased a Leica camera and kept a

photographic diary for a brief period. In 1939-40 a group of

watercolors, including 10 Shots, 10 Cents, Dead Man's Curve, and

Mink and Mannequin, was again closely based on a series of photo-

graphs taken those years with his Leica (Figs. 74-76). In an undated

letter to Felicia Meyer Marsh, possibly written in 1938, Marsh

wrote: "This photography is the maddest activity I have ever taken

up. I am planning many new subjects with the camera's aid."

29. Laning, "Reginald Marsh," p. 7.

30. Ibid.

31. Quoted in ibid.

32. Matthew Baigell, The American Scene: American Painting of

the 1930's (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1974), p. 13.

33. Goodrich, Reginald Marsh, p. 42.

34. Baigell, The American Scene, p. 146.

35. However, at times Marsh did paint his friends, his teacher

Kenneth Hayes Miller, and his wife Felicia into the crowds. Walter

Broe, a Bowery bum who became a model and handyman for

Marsh, is featured in several works and photographs (Figs.

97, 100).

36. Many of Frank Capra's movies in the thirties and forties

concentrated on the common people

—

Mr. Deeds Goes to Town

(1936), Mr. Smith Goes to Washington (1939), MeetJohn Doe (1941)—

and often featured throngs of people rushing about. This is also

true of the films of Preston Sturges.

37. Baigell, The American Scene, p. 146.

38. Garver, Reginald Marsh, unpaginated.

39. Baigell, The American Scene, p. 146, notes Marsh's "abstract

vision of urban life."

40. Betty Burroughs Woodhouse, written response to question-

naire from the author, October 30, 1979.

41. Advertising thrived during the Depression. There was also a

proliferation of "brand-name" products that were available for the

first time during the twenties and thirties. These products claimed

somehow to help the individual to negotiate a more successful

social life.

42. Notebook no. 14.

43. Goodrich, Reginald Marsh, p. 35.

44. Note the use of bird's-eye views in Marsh's sketches, photo-

graphs and paintings of the beach (Figs. 139, 143, 144, 147). Com-
pare the painting Paramount Pictures with a photograph of a woman
by a ticket-seller's window (Figs. 70, 71). Coincidentally, the poster

behind the woman in each case is of Claudette Colbert.

45. In 1935 Marsh wrote to William Benton: "I want you to keep

my title 'Coney Island Beach 1935' because it is colorless. A paint-

ing is a painting and must stand or fall as a painting. Too many
painters, and especially those who despise 'illustration' attract

attention by gags. I am no Salvador Dali" (quoted in an un-

published catalogue of Marsh's paintings in the library of the

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York). Then in 1938

Marsh began to give his paintings titles such as Coney Island Beach

No. 1 and Coney Island Beach No. 2. These titles call attention to the

repetitive character of his subject matter and his own desire to

concentrate on the painterly quality of the works, rather than on

the documentary.

46. Sasowsky, The Prints of Reginald Marsh, p. 68. In 1932 Ed-

ward Alden Jewell wrote that Hot Afternoon looks strangely like a

fragment of a Last Judgment; Edward Alden Jewell, "Art in Re-

view," New York Times, February 24, 1932. Thelinocut Resurrection

was one of a group Marsh did in the twenties showing scenes from

the Bible, the Wild West, or the city and bearing witness to an early

flirtation with modernism (Fig. 62).

Fig. 62. Subway, c. 1921. Linocut, si x 4* inches. Yale University Art

Gallery, New Haven, Connecticut; Bequest of Mabel Van Alstyne Marsh.

47. Marsh was obsessed by technique and media, especially Old

Master technique. He took notes from books on technique. In an

early notebook he copied out notes on color from Delacroix's
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journal. In 1929 Thomas Hart Benton and Denys Wortman gave

him the recipe for egg tempera (a medium he used throughout the

thirties) and it was written down in notebook no. 1. Later on, he

recopied this recipe into another notebook (no. 10) along with

other recipes for media and gessos. In 1940 Marsh studied with a

French painter, Jacques Maroger, who claimed to have discovered

the secret of Old Master oil painting.

48. Goodrich, Reginald Marsh, p. 17. More details of Marsh's

early background, the cultural community he grew up in, are

found in Lloyd Goodrich, "Lloyd Goodrich Reminisces: Part I"

(interview), Archives of American Art Journal, 20, no. 3 (1980),

pp. 3-18.

49. Reginald Marsh, Anatomy for Artists (New York: American

Artists Group, 1945; reprint, New York: Dover Publications, Inc.,

1970).

50. Renaissance and Baroque artists were not the only artists

Marsh was interested in. He especially liked the English print-

makers Hogarth and Rowlandson and owned works by them.

They, too, portrayed large figure groups in landscape settings and

often dealt with the lower classes. Marsh also studied the work of

Honore Daumier (his notebook no. 14 makes reference to the

French artist's work). Daumier's Third Class Carriage may have

inspired some ofMarsh's subway scenes, while Marsh's painting 10

Shots, w Cents (Fig. 74) seems especially related in mood and style

to Daumier's paintings.

51. Reginald Marsh, "Let's Get Back to Painting," Magazine of

Art, 37 (December 1944), p. 296.

52. Marsh had adhered to a strict realist sensibility in his early

works. His idol was the American realist Thomas Eakins. He
owned two paintings by Eakins, had met the artist's widow, and

even intended to do a book on Eakins. Like Eakins, Marsh found

nudes where they belonged, on the beach or at the burlesque; also

like Eakins, Marsh studied anatomy and dissection.

53. Quoted in Reginald Marsh, "Kenneth Hayes Miller," Maga-

zine ofArt, 45 (April 1952), p. 171.

54. It is interesting to look at Marsh's early linocuts for antece-

dents. Woman with Sword: La Belle France shows a bare-breasted

woman holding a sword, thematically comparable to Liberty Lead-

ing the People. (The title of the linocut was suggested by Sasowsky,

The Prints of Reginald Marsh, p. 72.) Marsh was also intrigued by

the Statue of Liberty, another heroic female; he drew the statue

many times. In his early trips to Europe, he frequently drew female

statuary.

55. Sasowsky, The Prints of Reginald Marsh, p. 40, has percep-

tively pointed to the personal character of Marsh's imagery; he

describes Marsh's women as "symbols, modern-day (1930s)

madonnas, an ideal." He also compares the burlesque queen to a

"Baroque machine." Laning, The Sketchbooks of Reginald Marsh,

pp. 28-31, interprets Marsh's women as projections of the artist's

own fantasy and sees Marsh's world as essentially one of men
without women. Laning has also suggested ("Reginald Marsh,"

p. 16) that Marsh's subject matter exposed his obvious attraction to

a class of people, while his use ofOld Master forms was a means to

distance himself from it.

56. The title Garden of Eden was suggested by Sasowsky, The

Prints of Reginald Marsh, p. 72.

57. This was taken from a description Marsh wrote of his paint-

ing Bowery Drunks (1948) printed in the exhibition catalogue Ex-

hibition ofContemporary American Painting (Urbana, 111.: University

of Illinois, 1951), p. 199.

58. The woman on the merry-go-round horse was at the center

of a sketch Marsh did for a mural about New York in 1932.

Sasowsky, The Prints ofReginald Marsh, p. 40, discusses the motif as

central to Marsh's art. Laning, The Sketchbooks of Reginald Marsh,

pp. 30-31, perceives the subject as a reference to pursuit. Perhaps

an early antecedent for the image is Marsh's linoleum block (un-

printed) ofJoan of Arc, again an ideal figure. It is worth consider-

ing this image in relation to Titian's Rape ofEuropa, which Edward

Laning speculated could be a source for the image ofthe woman on

a merry-go-round horse (interview with the author, October 31,

1979). Apparently, Miller said Rubens thought this painting the

finest in the world and urged everyone to see it. Marsh said the

same thing in his article "Kenneth Hayes Miller," p. 171. In the

same vein, one might see Marsh's images of women on swings as

distant relatives of those of Fragonard or Rowlandson— all more

or less subtle expressions of female sexuality.

59. Images of men touching women do appear in Marsh's art,

for example in the crowd scenes at Coney, and there are a very few

instances in early chorus-girl drawings of men reaching out to

touch women. But the general pattern being discussed—men sepa-

rated from women—is too pronounced in his work not to be

significant.

60. Blacks in Marsh's art are a topic requiring further study, for

often they embody as much energy and vitality as his women.

61. There were several studies done in the latter part of the

decade on the effects of unemployment on the male. One thing

noted was the impotence and lack of sexual energy that corre-

sponded to the loss of jobs; see Mirra Komarovsky, The Unem-

ployed Man and His Family (New York: The Dryden Press, Inc., for

the Institute of Social Research, 1940).

62. The image actually illustrated an article on unemployment

during the Depression: "Unemployment: 'No One Has Starved.'"

Marsh also illustrated the cover ofthe first book on unemployment

published during the Depression: Clinch Calkins, Some People

Won't Work (New York: Harcourt, Brace & Company, 1930).

63. "The Business of Burlesque," Fortune, 8 (February 1935),

p. 150.

64. Reginald Marsh, letter to William Benton, October 19, 1945,

collection of Marjorie and Charles Benton.

65. Laning, The Sketchbooks of Reginald Marsh, p. 48. Laning

contrasts the image of the "bum" with Marsh's own background

and extreme self-discipline, noting his earlier interest in Parisian

tramps.

66. Reginald Marsh, undated letter to Felicia Meyer Marsh

(1945?). Marsh often wrote to Felicia about whether he was "on" or

"off the wagon" (undated letter [1938?]). In a letter dated August

20, 1947, he said that he was not drinking and more pictures were

pouring forth (Artists' Files, Whitney Museum of American Art,

New York). Another letter reports: "I am drinking very little and

am in an excellent frame ofmind" (undated letter to Felicia Meyer

Marsh [1945?]).

67. Laning, The Sketchbooks of Reginald Marsh, p. 28.

68. William Benton, "Reg Marsh—American Daumier," Satur-

day Review, December 24, 1955, p. 9.

69. Reginald Marsh, undated letter to Felicia Meyer Marsh

(1934?)-

70. In a letter to Felicia Meyer Marsh dated August 9, 1939,

Marsh writes that he is running before breakfast. In another letter

of the late 1930s he says he is working out at a gym.

71. Reginald Marsh, letter to William Benton, August 20, 1947,

Artists' Files, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York.

72. "Backstage with Esquire," Esquire, 34 (September 1950),

p. 24. The quotation is: "The Art Museums ofour country . . .are

rapidly and tragically snuffing out the representation of form and

life, in favor of pictures that picture nothing. . . . The Connois-

seurs: who hate pictures that contain Things, Men, Women, Sex,

Cows, Skies, Trees, Ships, Shoes, and Subways, are pleased with

their point of view and say that at last there is no ART—High &
Pure & Sterile—no Sex, no Drinks, no Muscles!"

73. Quoted in Laning, The Sketchbooks ofReginald Marsh, p. 18.

74. Quoted in Dorothy Seiberling, "Reginald Marsh," Life,

February 6, 1956, p. 86.
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Fig. 63. Childhood drawing, c. 1904. Scrapbook no. 26. Whitney

Museum of American Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer

Marsh T78. 1.696.

Fig. 64. Construction Steel Workers, 1924. Oil on canvas, 49^ X 2ji
inches. Collection of Marjorie and Charles Benton.

75. Goodrich, Reginald Marsh, p. 18, has suggested that Marsh's

constant working was a reaction to his father's "abdication" as a

painter. Fred Dana Marsh painted in the style of John Singer

Sargent and had some success in Paris in the 1890s. Returning to

New York around 1900, he painted murals of"industry" and maps.

Eventually, he gave up painting but remained interested in the arts,

collecting folk art. Within the context of all his imagery, Marsh's

relationship with his father is interesting in several ways. First, his

own attraction to movies, trains, and construction was shared by

his father, who had an early and avid interest in all kinds of

inventions. In fact, his father had a collection of merry-go-round

horses, which Marsh photographed. Second, Fred Dana Marsh's

paintings of "industry" were paintings of skyscraper construc-

tion—men on scaffolding. In order to do these paintings, he con-

structed clay maquettes of scaffolding. Marsh's childhood draw-

ings (Fig. 63) (saved by his mother) show small scenes of

scaffolding with men working, and are related to his father's work.

(Amusingly, they are pasted right next to drawings of antique

casts, made from those in his father's studio, which his mother

encouraged him to draw.) Later, around 1924, when Marsh began

to paint, he painted tight linear oils (Fig. 64) ofjust such construc-

tion scenes, scaffolding with men, perhaps making a subconscious

but direct identification with his father (and himself as a child).

Marsh's interest in trains, often seen smoking in freight yards, was

apparent just as early. In another childhood drawing a boy holds the

hand of a taller figure, most likely his father, and behind them on

the wall is a painting with a train in it. His father, as a painter ofmen
building things, might suggest some early connection Marsh made
between art and power or physical strength.

76. Sasowsky The Prints of Reginald Marsh, p. 41, has noted

Marsh's need "to grasp the real world, to fix it clearly in his mind

and then on paper, in order to have some power and control over

these forms."

77. Marsh, "Let's Get Back to Painting," p. 296. Ronald Paul-

son, Rowlandson: A New Interpretation (New York: Oxford Univer-

sity Press, 1972), p. 82, comments on the relationship between

seeing, painting, and potency in an essay on Thomas Rowlandson

(whose work Marsh liked and owned). The act of looking for

Rowlandson is an ambivalent one, according to Paulson. In some

cases it is the poor substitute for lovemaking, while in other cases it

is a sensuous pleasure.

78. By the late 1930s Marsh's style began to change considerably.

At first his figures were more solid and volumetric. But by the

1940s they became thinner and the space of their settings deeper.

His work appears more visionary and fantastic; in some respects,

he may have been influenced by Surrealism.

79. Quoted in Seiberling, "Reginald Marsh," p. 85.
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MOVIES

Fig. 65. Twenty Cent Movie, 1936. Tempera on panel, 30 X 40 inches. Whitney Museum of

American Art, New York; Purchase 37-43- (In color on front cover)
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Fig. 66. Sketch for Twenty Cent Movie, 1936. Ink on paper, 6X9 inches. Whitney Museum
of American Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh 80.31.26.

Figs. 67, 68. Sketches for Twenty Cent Movie, 1936. Sketchbook no. 169. The Metropolitan

Museum of Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 69. Study for Twenty Cent Movie, 1936. Ink and pencil on paper, 95 X 12! inches.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; Gift of Edith and Lloyd Goodrich 73 . 1.
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Fig. 70. Paramount Pictures, 1934. Tempera on panel, 36 X 30 inches. Collection of Marjorie

and Charles Benton. (In color on inside front cover)

Fig. 71. Broadway and Fourteenth Street, c. 1938-39. Photograph. Print Archives, Museum
of the City of New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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FOURTEENTH
STREET

Fig. 72. In Fourteenth Street, 1934. Tempera on panel, 35I x 39! inches. The Museum of
Modern Art, New York; Gift of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 73. Photograph album, c. 1933. Print Archives, Museum of the City of New York;

Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 74. 10 Shots, 10 Cents, 1939. Watercolor and ink on paper, 27 x 40 inches. The St.

Louis Art Museum; The Eliza McMillan Fund.
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Figs. 75, 76. Fourteenth Street, 1939. Photographs.

Print Archives, Museum of the City of New York;

Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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BURLESQUE
AND DANCE HALLS

Fig. 77. Broadway, 1939. Photograph. Print

Archives, Museum of the City of New York;

Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.

Fig. 78. Burlesque theater, c. 1929. Sketchbook
no. 132. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 79. Down atJimmy Kelly's, 1936. Tempera on panel, 36 X 303 inches. The Chrysler

Museum, Norfolk, Virginia; Gift of Walter P. Chrysler, Jr.
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Fig. 80. Studies for Striptease at New Gotham,

1935. Sketchbook no. 126. Whitney Museum
of American Art, New York; Bequest of

Felicia Meyer Marsh T78. 1.858.

Fig. 81. Burlesque theater (Star Burlesk),

1933. Pencil on paper, I2§ X 9! inches.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New
York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer
Marsh T78.1.1066.

Fig. 82. Star Burlesk, 1933 (restruck 1969).

Etching, n| X 8f inches. Whitney Museum
of American Art, New York; Original plate

donated by William Benton 69.97I.
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Fig. 83. Gaiety Burlesque, 1930. Etching, iiiij X 9! inches. Whitney Museum of American
Art, New York; Purchase 31.777.
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Fig. 84. Audience Burlesk. 1929. Etching, 6X8 inches. The William Benton Museum ot

Art, University of Connecticut, Storrs.

Fig. 85. "Come on Al, that's not getting you
anywhere." from The New Yorker. March 16, 1929.

Clipping in scrapbook no. 6. Reginald Marsh
Papers. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian

Institution. Washington. D.C.
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THE BOWERY
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Fig. 86. Streets near the Bowery, 193 1. Sketchbook no. 160. The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.

Fig. 87. Sketches for Chatham Square, 193 1. Sketchbook no. 160. The Metropolitan Museum
ot Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 88. Chatham Square, 193 1. Tempera on panel, 475 X 35? inches. Archer M. Huntington

Art Gallery, University of Texas, Austin; The James and Mari Michener Collection.
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Figs. 89-91. Sketches for Tattoo and Haircut, 1932 (also used for Tattoo—Shave—Haircut,

1932). Sketchbook no. 59. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia

Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 92. Tattoo

—

Shave—Haircut, 1932 (restruck 1969). Etching, 95 X 9I inches. Whitney

Museum of American Art, New York; Original plate donated by William Benton 69.97k.
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Fig. 93. Smokehounds, 1934. Etching, 12 X 9 inches. The William Benton Museum of Art,

University of Connecticut, Storrs.

Fig. 94. The Bowery, 1938. Photograph. Print Archives, Museum of the City of New York;

Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Figs. 95-97. The Bowery, 1938. Photographs. Print Archives, Museum of the City of New
York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 98. A Model for 10<t, c. 1927-30. Ink on paper, 9 X 115 inches. Whitney Museum of

American Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh 80.31.102.

Fig. 99. The Bowery, 1938. Photograph. Print Archives, Museum of the City of New York;

Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. ioo. Marsh sketching Walter Broe on the Bowery, 1930s (see Fig. 97). Collection of Mr.

and Mrs. Joel W. Harnett.
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Fig. 101. Holy Name Mission, 1931. Tempera on panel, 352 X 475 inches. Collection of

International Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, New York.

Fig. 102. Sketches for Holy Name Mission, 1931. Sketchbook no. 130. The Metropolitan

Museum of Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 103. Bread Line—No One Has Starved, 1932 (restruck 1969). Etching, 65 X nf inches.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; Original plate donated by William

Benton 69.97J.
Fig. 104. Sketch for Bread Line—No One Has Starved, 1932. Pencil on paper, 85 X 14.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh 80.31.29.
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THE SUBWAY
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Fig. 105. Sketch for Why Not Use the "L"?, 1930.

Sketchbook no. 132. The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.

Figs. 106, 107. Sketches for Why Not Use the "L"?, 1930.

Sketchbook no. 179. The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 108. Why Not Use the "L"?, 1930. Tempera on panel, 36 X 48 inches. Whitney Museum
of American Art, New York; Purchase 31.293.
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Fig. 109. People Seated and Standing on Subway, c. 1928. Oil on canvas, 36 X 48 inches.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh 80.31.
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Fig. no. I.R.T, 1932. Charcoal pencil on paper, 10 X 8 inches. Whitney Museum of

American Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh T78.1.1021.
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Fig. in Subway, 1939. Photograph. Print Archives, Museum of the City of New York;

Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.

Fig. 112. People on a subway, c. 1930. Charcoal pencil on paper, 45 X 7^ inches. Whitney

Museum of American Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh T78. 1.753.
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Fig. 113. Schoolgirls in Subway-Union Square, 1930. Etching, 10 X 8 inches. The William

Benton Museum of Art, University of Connecticut, Storrs.
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THE BEACH

Fig. 114. Coney Island, 1938. Photograph. Print Archives, Museum of the City of New
York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 115. Beach Picnic, 1939. Engraving, 5X7 inches. The William Benton Museum of Art,

University of Connecticut, Storrs.
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Fig. 116. Negroes on Rockaway Beach, 1934. Tempera on panel, 30 X 40 inches. Whitney
Museum of American Art, New York; Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hackett 61.2.
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Fig. 117. Coney Island, 1938. Photograph. Print Archives, Museum of the City of New
York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 118. Coney Island Beach, 1934. Tempera on panel, 36 X 40 inches. Yale University Art

Gallery, New Haven, Connecticut; Gift of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 119. Coney Island, 1938. Photograph. Print

Archives, Museum of the City of New York; Bequest

of Felicia Meyer Marsh.

Fig. 120. Coney Island, 1939. Photograph. Print

Archives, Museum of the City of New York; Bequest

of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 121. Coney Island, 1940. Photograph. Print Archives, Museum of the City of New
York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
Fig. 122. Pickaback, 1939 (restruck 1969). Engraving, 9! X 4! inches. Whitney Museum of
American Art, New York; Original plate donated by William Benton 69.97V.
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Fig. 123. Lifeguards, 1933. Tempera on panel, 355 X

23I inches. Georgia Museum of Art, University of

Georgia, Athens; Purchased from the United States

Department of State, War Assets Administration.

(In color on inside back cover)

Fig. 124. Coney Island and Jones Beach, 1933.

Snapshots (used for Lifeguards, 1933). Print Archives,

Museum of the City of New York; Bequest of Felicia

Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 125. Studies for Lifeguards, 1933. Pencil on paper, 15 X 105 inches. Whitney Museum of

American Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh T78.1.1103.
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Fig. 126. Coney Island Beach, 1935. Tempera on panel, 30 X 40 inches. Private collection.
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Fig. 127. Smoko, the Human Volcano, 1933. Tempera on panel, 36 X 48 inches. Thyssen-

Bornemisza Collection, Lugano, Switzerland.
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Fig. 128. Sketch for Smoko, the Human Volcano, 1933. Sketchbook no. 83. The Metropolitan

Museum of Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.

Fig. 129. Sideshow at Coney Island, 1933. Snapshots (used for Smoko, the Human Volcano,

1933). Print Archives, Museum of the City of New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 130. Pip & Flip, 1932. Tempera on canvas mounted on panel, 485 X 48? inches. Daniel

J. Terra Collection, Terra Museum of American Art, Evanston, Illinois. (In color on back
cover)
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Fig. 131. Study for Pip & Flip, 1932. Pencil on paper, 14I X 9^ inches. Whitney Museum of

American Art, New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 132. New Dodgem, 1940. Watercolor on paper, 405 X 265 inches.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; Gift of the artist 53.21.

Fig- J33- The Barker, 193 1 (restruck 1969). Etching, 9! X

75 inches. Whitney Museum of American Art, New York;

Original plate donated by William Benton 69.gj{,
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Fig. 134. Human Pool Tables, 1938. Tempera on panel, 29? X 40 inches. Whitney Museum of

American Art, New York; Gift of Felicia Meyer Marsh and William Benton 55.34.
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Fig. !35- "Coney Island," from TTie Neu> Yorkfr, July 12, 1930. Clipping in scrapbook no. 5.

Reginald Marsh Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington,

D.C.
Fig. 136. Custard stand, 1931. Sketchbook no. 103. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.

Fig. 137. Coney Island, 1939. Photograph. Print Archives, Museum of the City of New
York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.

Fig. 138. Frozen Custard, 1939. Etching, 7 X 10 inches. The William Benton Museum of

Art, University of Connecticut, Storrs.
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Fig. 139. Beach, 1947. Sketchbook no. 186. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York;

Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.

Fig. 140. Coney Island, 1938. Photograph. Print Archives, Museum of the City of New
York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 141. Beach, 1939. Sketchbook no. 196. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York;

Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.

Fig. 142. Coney Island, 1938. Photograph. Print Archives, Museum of the City of New
York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Figs. 143-145. Coney Island, 1938. Photographs. Print Archives, Museum of the City of
New York; Bequest of Felicia Meyer Marsh.
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Fig. 146. Resurrection, c. 1921. Linocut, 55 X 4! inches. Yale University Art Gallery, New
Haven, Connecticut; Bequest of Mabel Van Alstyne Marsh.
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Fig. 147. Hot Afternoon, 1931. Tempera on panel, 16 X 24 inches. Collection of Marjorie and

Charles Benton.
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Fig. 148. Coney Island Beach No. 1, 1939 (restruck 1969). Etching, 9§ X n| inches. Whitney
Museum of American Art, New York; Original plate donated by William Benton 69.97y.
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Fig. 149. Marsh sketching at Coney Island, c. 1950. Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Joel W. Harnett.
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REGINALD MARSH'S
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Reginald Marsh (1898-1954) drew artistic inspiration from

New York and its people most of his adult life, and

especially during the 1930s. Fourteenth Street, Coney Is-

land, the subways, dance marathons, musclemen, burlesque

queens and Bowery bums—these subjects filled his art.

Marsh's work depicted all the debris of the city, its helter-

skelter signs, litter ofnewspapers and magazines, and riot of

costume. He captured the aura and pace of New York:

people at the beach, at the movies, on the street—great

crowds in constant motion.

Published in association with the Whitney Museum of

American Art, this book for the first time places Marsh's

paintings within the context of his drawings, prints and

photographs— a rich selection of 154 illustrations (including

4 in full color). Marilyn Cohen, a Guest Curator at the

Whitney Museum, provides an exceptionally perceptive

view of the artist, illuminating both the social and personal

aspects of his art. More than 60 illustrations are included in

her introductory essay. The remaining plates are organized

into six thematic groups: Movies, Fourteenth Street, Burlesque

and Dance Halls, The Bowery, The Subway, and The Beach.

Captions identify each illustration, its date, medium, size

and owner.

Original Dover (1983) publication. Acknowledgments.
Introduction. Captions. Catalogue. Bibliography. 154

illustrations, including 4 appearing in full color on the

covers. xi+ 115pp. 9 X 12. Paperbound.

ISBN: 0-486-24594-2 5.95 in U.S.A.


